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ALTITUDE  TEST OF SEVERAL AFTERBURNER  CONFIGURATIONS ON 

A  TURBOFAN ENGINE WITH  A HYDROGEN HEATER TO SIMULATE 

AN  ELEVATED  TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE 

by Roy L .  Johnsen  and Richard R .  Cullorn 

Lewis  Research  Center zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
SUMMARY 

Performance tests of several  experimental  afterburner configurations were con- 
ducted with a  turbofan  engine in an altitude test facility.  Afterburner configurations 
were  tested at Mach 1.4 at two altitudes, 12 190 and 14 630 meters (40 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA000 and 
48 000 ft), and two turbine  discharge  temperatures, 889 and  1056 K (1600' and 
1900°  R). A hydrogen-fueled burner  located  at  the  turbine  exit was  used  to  simulate 
the  higher  turbine  discharge  temperature. A production afterburner was tested  to ob- 
tain  reference  performance  to  compare  to  the  performance of the  research configura- 
tions. The research  afterburner  configurations included partial  forced  mixers with 
V-gutter flameholders, a carburetted V-gutter  flameholder, and a triple  ring V-gutter 

flameholder with four  swirl-can  fuel  mixers.  Fuel  injection manifold variations  were 
included. Concentric  rings of fuel  tubes,  radial  tubes, and combinations zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof the two 
were used. A total of eight  configurations,  including  the  production  afterburner  were 
tested.  Performance  data  presented include augmented thrust  ratio,  thrust  specific 
fuel consumption, combustion  efficiency, and total  pressure  drop  across  the after- 
burner. 

The two most interesting  configurations  were  the  mixer  flameholder and the 
swirl-can  afterburners. The mixer  flameholder  afterburner was found to  have supe- 
rior performance characteristics at the  higher  afterburner  fuel flows. At the  same 
altitude test conditions and a fuel-air  ratio (unburned) of 0.04, the  combustor  efficiency 
was over 90 percent  compared to 82 percent  for  the  reference production afterburner. 
The swirl-can  configuration,  where four  fuel mixer swirl cans  were  integrated into  a 
V-gutter flameholder,  was a means of achieving large  local  fuel  concentrations without 
adversely  affecting combustion stability. It was possible  to  inject  as much as one- 
fourth of the total afterburner  fuel  through only four swirl cans. This suggests  that 
possibly  all of the  afterburner  fuel might be  injected  through a few swirl-cans simplify- 
ing  the  distribution  system and reducing blockage while maintaining  combustion  stability. 



INTRODUCTION 

Altitude tests of several turbofan afterburner  configurations  were conducted to de- 
termine  performance  levels  for mixed-flow augmentor inlet conditions simulating fu- 

ture generation  turbofan  engines. Combustion research at the NASA Lewis Research 
Center  in  recent  years  has included  a variety of component development tests of after- 

burner  fuel  distribution and flameholder  arrangements (refs. 1 to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3). An older but 
very  comprehensive work is reference 4. References 2 and 3 report work  done at ele- 
vated afterburner inlet temperatures which might be  representative of future engines. 

Reported herein are the  full-scale-engine  altitude tests of the  more  promising 
afterburner  concepts  resulting  from  the component combustion research  programs. 

These tests were conducted to  measure  the  performance of these  afterburner configu- 
rations  operating  in nonuniform inlet flow conditions, that is, differing fan and core 
stream  temperatures and velocities. In addition, these configurations were  tested  for 

afterburner  inlet conditions simulating  future  turbofan engines. For  these tests a hy- 

drogen  fueled heater,  located between the  turbine  outlet and the afterburner  inlet, was 

used to elevate  the  turbine  discharge  temperature. 

The engine  used in this  test was a  TF30-P-1 confluent flow turbofan engine with 
fan and core  streams combining at the  afterburner  inlet.  Several  afterburner configu- 
rations  were  tested, including  a reference production afterburner. The reference 

afterburner  selected was a TF30- P- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3 afterburner which was mated to  the TF30- P- 1 

engine. The experimental configurations  included versions employing partial  forced 
mixing, two versions with a carburetted  flameholder, a triple  ring V-gutter  flame- 
holder, a triple  ring V-gutter flameholder with swirl  cans  for  fuel mixing, and one 
version of the  forced  mixer  flameholder with a  reduced  tailpipe length. Each configu- 
ration was tested  at a Mach number zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof 1.4  at two altitudes, 12 190 and 14  630 meters 

(40 000 and 48 000 ft), with  and without the  hydrogen heater in operation. The effective 

turbine  discharge  temperature was 1056  and  889 K (1900' and 1600' R) with  and  without 

the  heater operating. 

APPARATUS 

Engine 

The engine  type  used for this investigation  was  a TF30- P- 1 two-spool turbofan 
(fig. 1). The compressors, combustion section, and turbines  were  standard compo- 

nents. The three-stage axial-flow fan is mounted on the  same  shaft with a six-stage 
axial-flow low-pressure  compressor.  This  assembly is driven by a three-stage low- 

pressure turbine. A seven-stage axial-flow hi&-pressure  compressor is driven by a zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
single-stage  air-cooled  turbine. The compressor  system  overall  pressure  ratio is 
17: 1 and the  fan  pressure  ratio 2.1: zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1 with a fan  bypass  ratio of 1.0  at a sea-level static 
intermediate  operating condition. A splitter  ring  divides  the  core and fan  airflow at the 
exit of the  third-stage  rotor. The annular fan duct  airflow  combines with the  turbine 
core flow in  the  afterburner  diffuser. The combined flow discharges through  a  variable- 
area exhaust  nozzle. 

Two TF30-P-1 engines were  used in this test program. The first engine encoun- 
tered a turbine  section  structural  failure and was withdrawn from  testing. This failure 
occurred while testing  the mixer flameholder 11 configuration. The afterburner  hard- 
ware and tailpipe  were undamaged. This  afterburner was mounted on a second engine 
and testing continued. Comparison performance  data of the mixer flameholder 11 ob- 
tained with both the first and  second  engine are presented  in  the DISCUSSION OF 

RESULTS section. The first engine  was used  to test the  reference TF30- P-3 after- 
burner and mixer  flameholders I and II. The  second  engine  was  used for  testing mixer 
flameholder 11, mixer  flameholder I with short  tailpipe,  triple  ring  flameholder,  triple 
ring with swirl  cans, and carburetted  flameholders I and II. 

Several modifications were made to  these engines. At the  turbine exit plane a 
multiple  ring  injector  gaseous hydrogen burner was installed in an  extended core duct 
section (figs. 1 and 2). This  burner was used  to  reheat  the  turbine  discharge flow  and 
thereby  increase  the  core  to fan stream  total  temperature  ratio.  This hydrogen burner 
was  supplied  through three zone control  valves which were manually regulated  to obtain 
the  desired  temperature rise and  maintain a uniform  radial  profile. A screen of the 
correct  porosity was installed in the fan  duct to  balance  the  pressure  drop due to  the 
hydrogen injectors in the  core  stream. The pressure drop  balance between the  core 
and fan streams  maintained  the  heater-equipped engine on the  standard engine oper- 
ating  line. 

placed with a simple  exhaust  nozzle area control.  This  control  system  varied  the ex- 
haust  nozzle area  to maintain the  overall  turbine  pressure  ratio.  For  these  tests a 
manual fuel flow control  system was provided zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAfor each  afterburner zone. 

The standard  integrated  afterburner  fuel flow - exhaust  nozzle  control was re- 

The exit leaves and blow-in doors mounted on the  ejector  nozzle were removed. 

Afterburner 

The reference configuration for  these tests was a  production TF30-P-3 afterburner 
(fig. 2). This and the  other  seven  configurations  tested are  described in  detail  in  the 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS section.  Table I lists the  flameholder type and fuel manifold 
type for each  research configuration. The production TF30-P-3 diffuser,  tailpipe,  and 
nozzle were used in testing all afterburner  configurations  except  the  mixer  flameholder. 
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A diffuser  section of the  same  internal  dimensions  as  the TF30-P-3 diffuser but 

modified to accommodate  the  mixer flameholder  hardware was used in the  mixer- 

flameholder tests. These tests used  a  tailpipe of the  standard  internal  dimensions but 
of a  multiple  flanged design. The multiple  flanged  casing and  matching liner  sections 

could be  removed to incrementally  shorten  the  afterburner combustion length. The 
multiflanged tailpipe was fitted with a TF30- P- 1 exhaust  nozzle. 

Installation 

The installation of the engine in the  altitude  chamber, a  conventional direct connect 
type, is shown in  figure 3.  Shown in  the figure at the left is the  forward bulkhead which 
separated  the 5. 5-meter- (M-ft-) diameter  inlet plenum from  the  7.3-meter- (2pft-) 
diameter  test  chamber.  Air of the  required  pressure and temperature flowed from  the 

plenum at  the left through the bellmouth into  the engine inlet duct (fig. 1). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA conical 

screen was attached  to  the bellmouth to  prevent  foreign  object ingestion. A labyrinth 
seal, shown in  figure 1, was used  to  isolate the inlet ducting from  the bellmouth. A 

gimbal  joint in the  inlet ducting allowed free movement of the engine. 
The engine was hung from an overhead mounting structure on the  thrust bed 

(fig.  3). The thrust bed was  suspended by four  multiflexured  vertical  rods  attached  at 

their upper  ends to the  chamber. The bed alinement with the  airflow  direction was 
maintained by zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAtwo multiflexured  horizontal rods located  fore  and aft on the far side of 
the bed. The thrust bed  was restrained  from free movement  by a dual  load cell  system 

that  measured  the thrust  loads and allowed the bed to be preloaded. 

Engine exhaust  gases  were  captured by a moveable  water-cooled  collector extend- 
ing  from  the  rear bulkhead at the ri&t. The collector was moved to maintain the  same 

position  relative to the engine nozzle as  the  tailpipe length  was changed. The collector 
minimized  exhaust gas recirculation  in  the test chamber. A water-cooled periscope 

mounted in the  exhaust  duct was used  to  observe  afterburner combustion. 

Instrumentation 

The instrumentation  stations and probe  locations  corresponding  to  the  installation 

in  the production TF30- P- 3 afterburner  diffuser  and  tailpipe are shown  in figures 1 

and 2. When the  mixer  flameholder  configuration was tested  the  diffuser and tailpipe 

were changed as explained  previously  in  the  Afterburner section. The mixer 

flameholder  instrumentation was also changed when the modified diffuser and tailpipe 
were  installed with this configuration. All instrumentation  upstream of station 7 . 5  

was the  same  for all tests except  that  the  rakes at the  fan exit were not installed in the 
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second engine. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAFor the mixer flameholder configuration the  static  taps  were deleted 

from the fan duct  and the core  outer  wall  at  station 7.5. Also, the  singlepoint  ther- 
mocouple probes  near the core  outer  wall  were removed. Static  taps  were  deleted  at 
stations 8.02, 8.05, 8.64, 8.73, and 8.79, as were  four of the  six  static  taps at sta- 
tion 8.08. The static tap at each of stations 8.13, 8. 19, 8.25, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA8. 29, 8.43, and  8.56 
was  also deleted. Only one liner thermocouple  per  station was installed  instead of the 
two as shown in  figure 1. Both liner thermocouples  were  deleted  at  station 8.77. The 
pressure  taps on the TF30-P-1 nozzle  used on the mixer flameholder multiflanged 
tailpipe are shown in figure 1. 

each) which were  controlled by the  facility computer. The differential type  scanivalve 
transducers  were  calibrated while in  use and therefore had an estimated  system accu- 
racy of *O. 26 percent ful l  scale. The individual differential type transducer  accuracy 
was *O. 60 percent ful l  scale. 

Pressures  were  recorded by individual transducers and by 13  scanivalves (24 ports 

High-response pressure  sensors and recording  system  were  used  to  measure  the 
afterburner ignition transient  pressure rise. The location of these  transient  pressure 
sensors is shown in  figure 1. This  instrumentation  had  a  frequency  response to 
300 hertz and a =k5 percent maximum amplitude error. 

(610' R) oven. Their  estimated  accuracy was ztl. 1 K (2.0' R). 

All thermocouples  were a Chmmel-Alumel type and were  referenced  to a zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA339 K 

Engine thrust and thrust bed preload  forces  were  measured  separately with  44  500- 
newton (10 000-lb) strain gage type  load cells. The load cells  were independently cali- 
brated and mounted beneath the  thrust bed. The thrust  measuring  system  error was 
-10.08 percent. 

series. The engine fuel temperature was measured at the  upstream  flowmeter inlet. 
The afterburner  total fuel flow was measured  either with two low ran@ turbine flow- 
meters or two high range  turbine  flowmeters. The choice of measuring with the low 
or high flowmeter obviously depended on the  fuel flow rate. This choice was controlled 
by a manually operated  pneumatic  selector valve. The afterburner zone fuel flows 
were individually measured with turbine  flowmeters. The afterburner  fuel  temperature 
was measured at  the  inlet of the  upstream  flowmeter  in  the high flow run. The turbine 
type flowmeters  were individually calibrated and were  accurate  to *O. 56 percent  full 
scale. 

The engine fuel flow was measured by two turbine type flowmeters mounted in 

PROCEDURE 

Performance data were obtained for  the  various  afterburner  configurations  at 
Reynolds number  indices of 0.50 and 0.35. At the engine inlet  temperame of 289 K 
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(520'  R) these  indices  correspond  to a flight Mach number of 1.4 and altitudes of 

12 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA190 and  14 630 meters (40 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA000 and 48 000 ft), respectively.  These flight conditions 

result in  afterburner inlet total  pressures of 10.6  and 7.1 newtons per  square  meter 
absolute  (15.4 and 10.2  psia),  respectively. In these  tests  the  afterburner inlet ve- 

locity  varied  from 180 to 230 meters per second (580 to 750 ft/sec). The turbine out- 

let or afterburner  inlet  core  total  temperature was 889 K (1600' zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR). The core  to fan 
total  temperature  ratio  at  the  afterburner  inlet was 2.2. Performance  data  were also 
obtained at these two Reynolds number indices  using  the hydrogen burner  to  reheat  the 

turbine  discharge gas flow.  With the  burner  in  operation  the  core  to fan temperature 
ratio  increased  to 2.6. This was equivalent to a rise in  the  turbine  outlet  temperature 

of 170 K (300' R). 

At each Reynolds number index and for the two core to fan  temperature  ratios, 

data  were  taken at intermediate @@est nonafterburning) throttle position  and at least 
five  afterburner zone operating points. For these  performance  tests  the seventh- and 

twelfth-stage compressor  bleeds  were  closed. Ignition to  all  afterburner configura- 
tions was provided by the  "hot  stre&' through the  turbine technique. The nonstandard 
exhaust  nozzle area control was set  to maintain  the  turbine pressure  ratio  at the  inter- 
mediate  throttle  position. As  the  afterburner  zones  were brought  into  operation this 

control opened the  exhaust  nozzle. In some of the configuration tests  the  exhaust noz- 

zle was ful l  open before  the maximum afterburner  fuel flow was reached. In all tests 
the  nozzle  backpressure was maintained at a low value so that  the exhaust  nozzle was 
choked. The afterburner  fuel was  introduced  progressively up to a maximum of six 
zones an4  for most of the configurations tested, the zone fuel flows were  cumulative. 

Afterburner ignition and combustiofi characteristics  were  observed by means of a  tele- 

vision  monitored  periscope mounted downstream in  the exhaust duct. The afterburner 
ignition pressure rise was recorded with high response  sensors  located  near  the after- 
burner  inlet. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Effects of the Hydrogen Heater 

The ability of the hydrogen heater (fig. 2) to  simulate an elevated  turbine dis- 
charge  temperature will be discussed  first. The effects of the hydrogen heater on the 
reference  afterburner  core duct inlet  temperature and pressure are shown in figure 4. 

The temperature  profiles are shown in  the  upper half of the figure. The hydrogen 
heater  increased  the  average  temperature about 170 K (300' R), and the  temperature 

profile was flat  except within 5 centimeters (2 in. ) of the splitter where  the  tempera- 
ture dropped off. The duct radius was 36.37 centimeters (14.32 in. ). The hydrogen 
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heater  consists of concentric  fuel  rings with three  separate supply  lines. The flow dis- 
tribution  that  provided  the flattest temperature  profile was used. 

The total pressure profile is shown in the  lower half of figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4. The pressure 
level was unchanged in going from  intermediate to five zone afterburning except when 
the hydrogen burner was  used. With hydrogen  heating the  flatness of the  pressure pro- 
file was not altered. At intermediate  throttle  the  pressure  level was not changed by 
the hydrogen heater. However, with the hydrogen burner lit and  five  zones of after- 
burning, the exit  nozzle  reached a ful l  open travel limit and was unable to open further. 
This caused  the pressure  level  to  increase zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 to 3 percent. Along  with the  pressure 
level  increase,  a  fall off in  engine corrected weight flow and corrected  core  spool 
speed  were  also  observed. 

The hydrogen heater  substantially  increased  the  core  velocity  causing  a  larger ve- 
locity  difference between the  fan and core duct velocities.  Figure 5 shows core  stream 
velocity and fan duct velocity  at  the  entrance  to  the  afterburner  section (station 7.5). 

The core  velocities  at both altitudes  were  increased by more than 20 percent when the 
hydrogen burner was used to elevate  the  core  stream  temperature by 170 K (300' R). 
The velocities in the fan duct were  increased between 5 and 10 percent when the  hydro- 
gen burner was  used. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAThis may be attributed to the  automatic  nozzle  control which 
maintained  a set  turbine  pressure  ratio. When hydrogen was  burned in the  core duct 
the  nozzle  control  increased  the  nozzle  area  to  maintain  the  set  pressure in the  duct at 
the turbine exit. This  increased  nozzle  area  resulted in a  lower fan duct backpressure, 
hence the  higher  fan duct  velocities. The gas  velocities  at  the  flameholder and fuel 
spray  bars would be  increased when the  hydrogen burner was  used,  the amount depend- 
ing on the  exact location.  Since the  fuel  injection was transverse the increased  velocity 
would be expected to adversely affect  fuel  penetration into the  stream. The increased 
velocity was also  responsible  for  a slightly higher pressure drop with hydrogen burn- 

ing. 

The ratio of the  local wall static  pressure to  the  wall  static  pressure  at  the  entrance is 
plotted  against  the  axial  location. The cases shown are  for  intermediate  throttle and 
five zone afterburning,  each with and without the hydrogen preheater. By five zone 
afterburning it is meant  that all fuel  zones are in  operation but not necessarily  at max- 
imum  fuel flow. The static  pressure profile  shape  was not altered by the  elevated 
afterburner inlet temperature. As expected, the  pressure  drop  gradient  increased 
with afterburning. 

elevated  turbine  discharge  temperature is a viable,  acceptable  technique. 

The static  pressure  profile  along the afterburner  liner  wall is shown in figure 6. 

These  results  indicate  that  the  use of the  gaseous hydrogen heater  to  simulate an zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
7 



Afterburner Ignition 

The light off zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAor ignition characteristics of the  afterburner  configurations  tested 
were noted. Afterburner ignition  produced a  pressure  pulse. The amplitude and time 

period of this disturbance was a  measure of ignition  smoothness.  From  the  limited 
data  sample it appeared  that  the ignition characteristics  were  similar  for  all  the con- 
figurations  tested. The usual  time  span of the  pressure disturbance due to  afterburner 
ignition  was 0.5 second. At a Reynolds number  index of 0.5  the  amplitude of the typi- 

cal ignition pressure  pulse was 11 percent of the  afterburner  inlet  pressure. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAs the 

operating  altitude  increased  to RNI zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= 0.35, the ignition pressure pulse was typically 

16 percent of the  afterburner  inlet  pressure. It  was  observed,  in  general,  that  the 
amplitude of the  ignition pressure  pulse  decreased when the  turbine  outlet or after- 
burner  inlet  temperature was raised by operating the hydrogen core  heater. 

TF30- P-3 Reference  Configuration 

Hardware  description. - A standard TF30- P-3 afterburner was  used as the refer- 
ence  configuration  against which the performance of all  other  configurations was  com- 
pared. The TF30-P-3  afterburner  consisted of a  diffuser  section,  combustion  section, 

a  ring type flameholder, and fuel  spray  rings. A schematic of the TF30- P-3 after- 
burner showing the  instrumentation  locations is presented in figure 2. The flame- 

holders and fuel  spray  rings  are  depicted in figure 7. The  flameholder is a threer ing 
V-gutter type. Two of these  rings  are mounted on the  aft end of the  diffuser  cone with 

six  radial  gutters  canted  downstream. The third  ring was attached  further  upstream 

by a rod  assembly  to  the  diffuser cone.  The flameholder array had a  projected block- 

age of 38.3  percent of the  net flow area  inside  the combustion  section liner. As ob- 
served in figures 2 and 7 this blockage is not concentrated at  a  single  axial location. 

The seven  fuel spray  rings  are  arranged in five  zones. Zone 1 consists of two 

spray rings designated zone 1 primary and zone 1 secondary.  These two rings  were 

fed  through a  fuel flow divider and individual  manifolds. Zone 1 secondary is normally 

operated only at main burner  pressure above 124 newtons per  square  centimeter abso- 
lute (180 psia). Only the  smaller  diameter zone 1 primary  spray  ring was used for 
these  tests. Zones 2, 3,  and 4 are each  single  spray  rings and inject  fuel  into  the  fan 

airflow. Zone 5  consists of two spray rings. Fuel  from zones 1 and 5 is injected into 
the  gas  generator or core flow. The afterburner  fuel is introduced  progressively  from 
zone 1 to  5 and the  fuel flow was  cumulative. For these tests the zone fuel  flows were 

individually and manually  controlled. 

ters that are  presented  for all configurations are augmented thrust ratio, afterburner 
Performance of TF30- P- 3 reference configuration. - The performance  parame- 
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combustion  efficiency, thrust  specific  fuel consumption, and afterburner  pressure  drop 
fraction. Each is plotted  against  the  fuel-air  ratio  (unburned).  See appendix B for 
definitions. Performance at two altitudes and  two afterburner  inlet  temperatures is 

presented. The hydrogen  fueled heater between the turbine  exit and the afterburner 
inlet was used  to  obtain  the  elevated  inlet  temperature data. The  TF30- P-3  after- 
burner  performance is for  the  nonstandard engine. The hydrogen heater  at  the  turbine 
discharge and a  porous  screen  in  the  fan duct have  reduced the  efficiency  level. How- 
ever,  the  heater and screen  were  installed  for  all  configurations. Thus, relative com- 
parisons  are valid. 

Figure  8 shows the  reference  afterburner  performance  for a Reynolds number 
index (RNI) of 0.5. Figure 8(a) shows the  performance without the hydrogen heater, 
while figure 8(b) shows the  reference  performance with the hydrogen heater  in  opera- 
tion. The solid  lines  represent  a  best f i t through the  data and will be  superimposed on 
the  performance  plots  for  the  other  configurations.  For  the  lower  inlet  temperature 
(fig. 8(a)),  the  combustion  efficiency was 0. 83 and the  augmented thrust  ratio was 1.55 
at  a  fuel-air  ratio (unburned) of 0.04. The dry  afterburner  pressure  drop  AP/P was 
0.052 (without afterburning). The pressure drop without afterburning is important be- 
cause it represents  a fuel consumption  penalty incurred  for  a  majority of the engine 
usage.  For  the  elevated  afterburner  inlet  temperature the  combustion  efficiency  was 
0.84 and the augmented thrust  ratio was  1.47 at an unburned fuel-air  ratio of 0.04. 
The dry  pressure  drop  AP/P was 0.066. Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA9 presents the same  performance 
parameters  for  a Reynolds number  index of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0.35. At the  lower  afterburner inlet  tem- 
perature and for an unburned fuel-air  ratio of 0.04, the combustion  efficiency was 
0.69 and the  augmented thrust  ratio  was 1.46. The measured dry pressure drop 
across  the  afterburner was 0.069. For the  elevated  afterburner  inlet  temperature  at 
a  fuel-air  ratio of about 0.043 the combustion  efficiency for one data point was 0.72 

and the  augmented thrust  ratio was about 1.4. The dry  pressure drop  was  more than 
0.08. At both Reynolds number  indices  the  elevated  inlet  temperature did  not appear 

to change the  combustion  efficiency but lowered  the  augmented  thrust  ratio at  a given 
fuel-air  ratio by more than 5 percent. Also, the  pressure  drop was increased. The 
reference  afterburner  displayed  stable combustion characteristics  over  the altitude 
range of these  tests. 

Mixer  Flameholder  I 

Hardware  description. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- A partial  forced  mixer with V-gutter  ring  flameholders 
and fuel  spray  bars is shown schematically in figure 10 and pictorially  in  figure 11. 

The mixer component consists of  20 core-flow  chutes and 20 fan-flow chutes. It was 
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fabricated  from nominally  0.122 centimeter (0.048 in. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA) thick  Hastelloy zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAX. The mixer 

is positioned such  that  the  total fan airflow  passes through  the mixer  fan chutes. The 
core  chutes accommodate only a  portion of the  core flow. The ratio of the fan to  core 
flow area  at  the exit plane of the  mixer is 0. 61. The flameholder  consists of two ring 

V-gutters  connected by 20 radial  V-gutters (fig. 11). The radial V- gutters  are posi- 

tioned on the  core chute centerlines at the exit of the mixer. In figure 10 the  radial 
V-gutter is shown rotated out of true position by zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA9' o r  one mixer chute width. Fig- 

ure 11 shows the  outer  ring V-gutter crossing  the  fan  chutes at their exit plane. All 
flameholder  elements  have an included angle of  45' and are 3. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA8 centimeters (1.5 in. ) 

wide. The flameholder had  a projected blockage of 38.8 percent. 
Afterburner  fuel is injected at two axial locations  utilizing  fuel  spray  bars  ar- 

ranged  in six manually  controlled zones. Fuel  spray  bars of Inconel 600 are 0.635 

centimeter  (0.25 in. ) in diameter. The individual spray  bars  were  assembled  in 

groups of three  bars. A complete  description is given in  table L At the  upstream 
locations 20 spray  bar  assemblies  each of two different  injection  hole  patterns  were 

installed. The downstream  location accommodated 20 spray  bar  assemblies.  There 
is one spray  bar  assembly  at  the  upstream  location  in  the  core chute. There are two 

assemblies in the fan chute, one each at  the  upstream and downstream  locations. A 

total of 180 individual spray  bars are used of which 60 are in  the  core.  Fuel is in- 

jected  perpendicularly  to  the airflow. In figure 10 the  cross-hatched  sections of the 
spray  bars  indicate  the length of the fuel  injection  regions. Zone 1 consists of 20 bars. 
These bars  are  located immediately  upstream of the  smaller  diameter  ring V-gutter. 

Zone 1 injects fuel into the  core flow.  Zone 2 injects  fuel into the  core flow through  a 
total of  40 bars. One set of 20 bars,  has  three  holes  per  bar.  These zone 2 assem- 

blies  are mounted on the  centerline of the  same  chutes as the zone 1 bars. The other 

20 zone 2 spray  bars  have  five  holes  per  bar  to  inject  fuel  upstream of the  radial 

flameholder  element. Zone 3 injects  fuel into the  fan flow immediately  upstream of 
the  large  diameter  ring V-gutter. Zone 3 consists of six  holes  in  each of  20 bars. 

Zone 4 introduces  fuel into the fan aikflow through two differently  drilled sets of 20 

spray  bars each. The set of zone 4 spray  bars, which were  upstream of the zone 3 

bars, had four  holes  per  bar. The other set of zone 4 spray  bars was drilled with  two 
holes  per  bar. Zone 5 also  injects fuel into the  fan flow. One set of  20 zone 5 spray 

bars had six injection  holes per  bar. The other  set of  20 bars had two holes. Zone 6 

introduced  fuel into the fan stream between the two ring V-gutters. The 20 zone 6 

spray  bars had 10 holes  per  bar. 

force  the  cooler fan  airflow  radially  inward to mix with the  higher  temperature  core 

flow, thus  providing  conditions  more conducive to  complete  combustion  in  the after- 
burner, with an attendant  improvement of combustion  efficiency. The performances 

Performance of mixer  flameholder I. - The intent of the  mixer  design  was  to 
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for  this configuration are shown in  figure 12 for an  RNI  of 0.5.  Considerable  effort and 
time were spent  adjusting  the  fuel  distribution among the  six zones to  achieve  the  best 
performance. The data of figure 12 show the  best  performance achieved. At higher 
fuel-air  ratios  the  mixer  flameholder I  configuration outperformed  the  reference con- 
figuration.  Afterburner  combustion  efficiencies of 90 percent  were achieved  whereas 
the  reference configuration reached  just  slightly  over 80 percent. The specific  fuel 
consumption also showed the improvement over  the  reference configuration. However, 
at the  lean end the  efficiency showed a  dip at a fuel-air  ratio  around 0.02. Specific 
fuel consumption at the 0.02 fuel-air  ratio was poorer than the  reference configuration 
by about 10 percent. For the  elevated  afterburner  inlet  temperature, shown in figure 

12(b), the  same  trends  were seen. The performance gain at  the  higher  fuel-air  ratio 
and  the  poor  performance at 0.02  fuel-air  ratio  were  also evident. 

At a Reynolds number  index of 0.35 (fig. 13) efficiency and specific  fuel consump- 
tion  again were  poor when compared with the  reference  afterburner  at  the low fuel-air 
ratios. All the data  taken at 0.35 RNI showed poor  efficiency and fuel consumption in 
the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBArange of fuel-air  ratios  from  0.01  to 0.025. The first two attempts  to  operate 
above a fuel-air  ratio (unburned) of 0.03  were met with combustion instability and 
blowout. A third  attempt was successful and data  were taken up to a fuel-air  ratio of 
0.036  where the  nozzle  reached  full open. Since the  nozzle  was unable to open any fur- 
ther,  the  data above a fuel-air  ratio of 0.036 are not indicative of the t rue performance 
potential for this configuration. From a fuel-air  ratio of 0.030 to 0.036 the combustion 
efficiency and specific fuel consumption were  better than that achieved with the  refer- 
ence  afterburner. 

The elevated inlet temperature  data (fig. 1303))  showed similar  trends. The com- 
bustion  efficiency and specific  fuel consumption were  poor  at a fuel-air  ratio of about 
0.02 and better than the  reference configuration above a fuel-air  ratio of about 0.03. 

At both RNF zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAs tested  the  mixer-flameholder configuration induced a higher  total 
pressure  drop  across  the  afterburner. At intermediate  throttle (no afterburning)  the 
pressure drop  fraction was at  least 20 percent  higher than for  the  reference  afterburner 
at the  same altitude. As was seen with the  reference configuration, the  elevated inlet 
temperature  also  increased  the  total  pressure  drop; this is shown by comparing  figures 
12(b) with 12(a) and 13(b) with 13(a). The elevated  afterburner  inlet  temperature did 
not  significantly alter combustion  efficiency and specific  fuel consumption for a given 
unburned fuel-air  ratio, but the augmented thrust  ratio  dropped somewhat. 

As previously mentioned, a considerable amount of time and effort was spent  try- 
ing  various zone fuel flow combinations. The zone fuel  schedules  that  were  used  to ob- 

tain  the  best  performance are shown in figure 14 for both RNI' s. At the R N I  of 0.5 
several combinations  were tried in  an attempt to improve  the  performance  at  fuel-air 
ratios around 0.02. At this  fuel-air  ratio  the  best  performance,  albeit  poor, was ob- 
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tained with the zone 1 and zone 2 schedules shown. Then zones zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4, and 5 were 
brought on in that  order  as  the  total  fuel flow was increased. Zone 6 (see figs. 10 

and 11) was tried but so adversely affected  efficiency  that its use was discontinued. 
The fuel  bars  for zone 6 were  located at the  downstream location in the fan duct  chutes. 

There was no flameholder downstream and that  apparently was responsible  for  the  poor 

performance with zone 6. The 20 radial  V-gutters connecting the 2 circular V-gutters 
were  located in the  chutes from the  core  stream. 

A simplification of the  fuel  system would be  possible if zones 4 and 5 were con- 

nected  to  the  same manifold. Figure 10 shows that both zones 4 and 5 inject fuel into 
the  same region.  Since zone 6 was not used, the  fuel  distribution could be done with 

just  four zones. 

Mixer  Flameholder I With Short  Tailpipe 

Hardware description. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- The mixer  flameholder and fuel  spray  bar  assemblies 

used in this test are identical  to  the  hardware  described in the Mixer Flameholder I 

section. For  this  test  the  afterburner  tailpipe or combustion  section was shortened. 

This was accomplished by removing  a  constant area  section  from a specially  fabricated 

tailpipe. The replacement  tailpipe was fabricated with multiple  flanged  casing  sections 
and matching liner  sections which could be removed. A section 79 centimeters 

(31.0 in. ) long was removed from  the  tailpipe  to  decrease  the L/D to 0.95  from  the 
standard value or' 1.74. 

Performance. - For  the mixer flameholder I with the  shortened  afterburner  length 

the  performance, shown in figure 15 for RNI 0 . 5  and  figure 16 for RNI 0.35, can only 

be  characterized as very poor. The RNI 0.35  portion of the test had been run first and 
the  poor  performance noted. After obtaining  the data of figure 15 the  poor  performance 
prompted  cancellation of the  elevated  temperature  portion of the  test. The intent was 
to  determine how  much the  tailpipe length could be shortened without sacrificing too 
much in performance. The length reduction was to  be  accomplished in more than one 
step. The length  reduction to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAan L/D of 0.95 from 1.74 was much too drastic. Ob- 

viously the  reaction  lengths  required  for complete  combustion at  these test conditions 
were  longer than the  tailpipe in this configuration. Therefore combustion was com- 

pleted  externally,  downstream of the  nozzle,  providing no propulsive  force  to  the en- 

gine. Time did not permit  testing  other  tailpipe  lengths. 

Mixer Flameholder 11 

Hardware description. - The hardware  used in this test differs from  that of mixer 
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flameholder zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI only in the  axial  location of the  upstream  fuel  spray  bar  assemblies. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
For mixer  flameholder I1 the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA40 spray  bar  assemblies were moved from  the  extreme 
upstream  position  to the alternate  location  indicated  in  figure 10. The zone designa- 
tions  for  the  upstream  assemblies  remained  the  same. 

Performance. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- This configuration  was  being tested when the  turbine  failure of the 
first engine occurred. It was the only configuration tested with both engines. The 
comparison  performance  for this configuration is presented in figure 17(a) for a Reyn- 
olds  number  index of 0.5 .  The triangles  represent  data  from  the first engine and the 
circles  are  data  from  the  replacement engine. The specific  fuel consumption, combus- 
tion  efficiency, and augmented thrust  ratio show  good agreement  for both engines. The 
dips in the combustion efficiency and augmented thrust  ratio at about 0.02 fuel-air  ratio 
were  observed with both engines and they were similar  to  the  trends found  with the 
mixer  flameholder I configuration. The total  pressure  drop  fraction shown at  the top 
of the  figure  appears  to  be only slightly  higher than for  the first engine. Based on this 
comparison of data taken with both engines, it was decided that it was not necessary  to 
retest configurations already  tested  before  the  turbine  failure of the first engine. 

Comparing the  performance with the  reference configuration,  dashed lines, shows 
that at a fuel-air  ratio of about 0.04 the  mixer  flameholder II configuration is superior. 
Combustion efficiency  was 5 to 10 percentage  points  better. At a fuel-air  ratio of 0.02 

the  mixer  flameholder I1 configuration showed poor  efficiency and specific  fuel con- 
sumption. These  same  trends  were  previously shown for  mixer  flameholder I. The 
afterburner zone fuel flow distribution was the  same as that used with mixer 
flameholder I (see fig. 14). 

In figure 17(b) the  results  are shown for  the  elevated  inlet  temperature. The aug- 
mented thrust  ratio and the  pressure  drop  fraction point out a  nozzle  limitation encoun- 
tered when using  the  hydrogen  heater  to  elevate  the  afterburner  inlet  temperature. As 
the engine went from  the  intermediate  throttle position  into the  afterburning mode the 
exhaust  nozzle area  increased  from minimum area (0.35 m ) to fu l l  open (0.66 m ). 
In figure 17(b) the  nozzle area was ful l  open for  the 0.038 fuel-air  ratio  data point. At 

fuel-air  ratios  higher than 0.038 the  nozzle was unable to open any further;  thus,  the 
thrust and pressure  drop remained  the  same. The data shown are indicative of the 
configurations true  performance only out to  the point where the  nozzle is wide open. 
This nozzle area  limitation  recurred with other configurations at the  elevated after- 

burner  inlet  temperature and  usually at  the  higher  altitude (RNI = 0.35). 

without the hydrogen burner are shown in  figure  18(a). At the  higher  fuel-air  ratios 
(unburned) the mixer flameholder 11 performance  was  considerably  better than the 
reference  afterburner. The combustion  efficiency at a fuel-air  ratio of 0.04 was ap- 
proximately 0. 85, which was approximately  15  percentage  points  higher  than  the refer- 

2 2 

For the  higher  altitude (RNI = 0.35) the  results  are shown in figure 18. The data 
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ence  afterburner at the  higher altitude.  Correspondingly,  the  specific  fuel consumption 

was  better,  perhaps 10 percent  lower than the  reference  afterburner.  This configura- 
tion  displayed  relatively  poor  performance at the  lower  altitude (RNI zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= 0.5) at a  fuel- 
air  ratio of 0.02. The same  trend holds at  the  higher  altitude (RNI = 0.35). At the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
0.02 fuel-air  ratio  the two data points  taken  also showed low efficiency. 

The elevated  inlet  temperature  data (fig. 18(b)) showed trends  similar  to  the ele- 
vated  inlet  temperature data at the  lower altitude. The nozzle area limitation was en- 

countered at a fuel-air  ratio above 0.04. The total  pressure drop was quite high for 
the  intermediate  throttle  position (nonafterburning), greater than 10 percent compared 

to about 8 percent  for  the  reference configuration. 
The total  pressure  profile  across  the duct at station  9 just ahead of the  nozzle is 

shown in figure 19 for  intermediate  throttle and full  afterburning. Both mixer 

flameholder  configurations with the  longer  tailpipe and the  reference configuration are 
included. For the  mixer  flameholder with afterburning  the  total  pressure  increased 
from the  wall  through  the boundary layer and then became  lower at about midspan be- 
tween the wall  and  the  duct centerline. The total  pressure then increased, and it would 
appear  that  the  highest  pressure was near  the  duct  center. For a similar  afterburning 

condition, the  total  pressure  for  the  reference configuration increased  from  the wall to 
some  plateau  level so that  the maximum pressure  level  occurred by midspan between 
wall and centerline. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAs expected, the  mixer  flameholder  configurations showed a flow 
redistribution  compared  to  the  reference configuration. The flow redistribution was 

caused by the mixer component of the  configuration.  The flow mixer should minimize 
the  difference in temperature and  velocity between the  core and fan  streams,  thereby 
making the  augmentor inlet conditions more uniform. The mixer  chutes  direct  the 
cooler fan flow toward  the  augmentor  centerline while part of the hot core gases were 

channeled  toward the l iner. The mixing losses  occurring  at  the fan chute - core chute 

interface, and the  total  pressure  drop  across  the  flameholder  are  reflected by the 
lower pressure at midspan between the  liner and the  centerline. The higher pressure 
near the  centerline  reflects  that  portion of the  core flow that  does not flow through the 
mixer  chutes or  around  the  flameholder and is not subject  to a pressure loss. 

NIixer flameholder combustion instability. - When testing  the  mixer  flameholder 
configurations  combustion  oscillations  were  encountered  occasionally at both altitudes. 
The RNTs were  0.5 and 0.35. At the  lower  altitudes, RNI = 0.5, when the combustion 

oscillation  occurred,  they were at midrange  fuel-air  ratios. As the  fuel flow was in- 
creased in zones 4 and 5 these  oscillations  decreased and in  most cases  disappeared 

as the  fuel-air  ratio  approached 0.05. At the hi&er  altitude, RNI = 0.35, the combus- 

tion  oscillations  usually  occurred when zone 4 was  brought  into  operation.  These zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAos- 
cillations could be  eliminated if the  fuel flow was increased to zone 2. After this fuel 
flow, zone 2, was added to  the  core flow, zone 4 fuel flow could be  increased above the 
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I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
level where oscillations  occurred  previously. Also, zone zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA5 fuel flow could be added 

without encountering  oscillations. It was observed  that  these combustion oscillations 
were less severe in pressure amplitude or even did not  occur when the hydrogen core 
flow heater was in  operation. It would appear  that  the  instabilities  encountered in 
these  tests could be  reduced in severity o r  eliminated by zone fuel  redistribution or  
operation at a higher  turbine  outlet or afterburner inlet temperature. 

Triple Ring Flameholder 

Hardware  description. - This configuration uses  ring  flameholders with outer 
radial  elements and a combination of fuel rings and bars  for  fuel injection. A sche- 

matic is shown in figure 20 and a photograph  in figure 21. The flameholder  consists 
of the  largest  diameter  ring  flameholder  from  the TF30- P-3 with the six  inner  stub 
radials removed. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBATwo smaller  diameter  ring  flameholders  were joined to  the modified 
TF30-P-3 ring with four radial V-gutters. The two inner  ring  flameholders and the 
four  radial  elements  are 3. 8 centimeters  (1.5 in. ) wide and have an included  angle of 
45'. The flameholder  blockage was 38.2  percent. 

_" - 

TF30- P-3 fuel  spray  rings are used for zones 1 to 4. Zones 2,  3, and 4 are posi- 
tioned upstream of the  standard P-3  location. Zone 5 uses 12 spray  bars  drilled with 
12 holes in each  bar. Dimensions are given in  table I. 

-~ Performance of triple  ring flameholder. - Figure 22 shows the  performance of the 
triple  ring  flameholder configuration for an RNI  of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 . 5 .  Again the  reference configura- 
tion curves are shown as the dashed lines. The best efficiency was just  short of the 
performance of the  reference  afterburner by 3 o r  4 percentage points. The specific 
fuel consumption was  slightly  higher  than  for  the  reference  configuration. The ele- 
vated temperature (fig.  22(b)) did not change combustion efficiency and specific  fuel 
consumption perceptibly. At the  elevated  temperature  the  augmented  thrust  ratio was 
lowered by the  same amount as the  reference configuration and remained  almost iden- 
tical  to  the  reference. 

-~ - " 

At the Reynolds number  index of 0.35 (fig. 23) the triple  ring flameholder  perfor- 
mance essentially  equaled  that of the  reference configuration. The combustion effi- 

ciency at  either Reynolds number  index  displayed  the  same  uniformity  over  the entire 
range of fuel-air  ratios as did the  reference configuration. 

The triple  ring  flameholder is mechanically  simpler and therefore should be 
lighter than the  reference  hardware. In addition, the  simplicity of the  triple  ring and 
its mounting would decrease  afterburner  assembly  time. 

The zone fuel flow schedule  that was  used is shown in  figure 24. For both Reyn- 
olds  number indices  the  fuel flow zones  were  brought on sequentially 1 through 5. 
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Each zone was brought up to  some flow rate and then held  constant while the next zone 
was  brought on to  inject additional  fuel. 

Triple Ring Flameholder With Swirl  Cans 

Hardware description. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- This configuration  utilized the concept of ring flame- 
holders with fuel  spray  bars. In addition, four swirl-can combustor  modules  were 

integrated  into  the  flameholder design. The swirl can has  received  considerable atten- 
tion in combustion research at NASA Lewis Research  Center.  References 5 and 6 are 
two of several  available  references  covering  this work. The  swirl-can module that was 
integrated into the  afterburning  flameholder is a modification of one of the module de- 
signs  from  that work. The configuration is shown schematically  in  figure 25 and photo- 
graphically  in  figure 26. The triple  ring V- gutter flameholder was attached  to  the dif- 
fuser cone by a rod  assembly. The rings  were connected by four  radial V-gutter ele- 
ments. All V-gutters  in  this  flameholder  array  were  3.8  centimeters  (1.5 in. ) in 

width and fabricated  from Hastelloy X At the  intersection of the  four  radial  elements 

and  the  middle ring  flameholder are four swirl cans.  Figure 27 is a view from down- 
stream showing the fixed swirl plate  in  the  swirl can. The flameholder blockage was 

32.6  percent. 
The afterburner  fuel is injected  using 52 spray  bars  arranged  in  five zones. Each 

zone has 12 spray  bars  except  the zone feeding  the  swirl  cans which has 4 bars.  Fuel 

bars were fabricated  from Inconel 600. All spray  bars,  except  those  feeding  the  swirl 

cans,  inject  the  fuel  perpendicular  to  the  airflow. Zone 1 spray  bars  are located  14.0 
centimeters  (5.5 in. ) upstream of the  flameholder and  have 14 injection  holes per  bar 
(see table I). Zones 2 and 4 control  alternate  spray  bars  located  upstream of the  outer 

diameter  flameholder  ring. All fuel  bars in these two zones  have 10 injection  holes per 
bar. Zone 3 feeds  the  four swirl cans.  Each of the  four  spray  bars is end drilled  for 

a  0.066-centimeter- (0.026-in. -) diameter  injection  hole.  Fuel  from  this  hole is in- 

jected  axially  downstream to impinge on a splash  plate  in  the  swirl can.  Zone 5 intro- 

duces  fuel  into  the  core flow. Each spray  bar  has 12 holes. 
Performance of triple ring flameholder with swirl cans. - The performance of this 

configuration is shown in figure 28 for an RNI of 0.5. The  augmented thrust  ratio, 
combustion efficiency, and specific  fuel consumption were  close  to  the  performance of 
the  reference  afterburner  for both afterburner  inlet  temperatures. Compared to  the 
reference  afterburner,  the  pressure  drop was lower.  The  dry pressure  drop was con- 
siderably lower. This  lower  pressure  drop was due to  the  lower blockage, 32.6  per- 
cent  compared to  38.3  percent  for  the  reference  afterburner. 

In figure 29, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAfor a 0.35  RNI, the pressure  drop  fraction again was significantly 
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lower than that zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof the  reference  afterburner. The augmented thrust  ratio, combustion 
efficiency, and specific  fuel consumption are  close  to  those of the  reference. 

For  the  elevated  inlet  temperature,  the  nozzle  area  limitation was  encountered and 
restricted  the useful data  to a fuel-air  ratio of 0.045 or less. 

The zone fuel flow schedule  that was  used is shown in  figure 30. Zone 3 was the 
zone feeding  the  four swirl cans. The total number of fuel  spray  bars was 52, 12 for 
each zone except zone 3 which had 4. At the  highest  fuel flow it can be seen  that al- 
most one-fourth of the  fuel  was put  into  the  afterburner through the  four  swirl  cans. 
The television  picture of the  afterburner as viewed through  a periscope  located down- 
stream showed that the combustion at the  swirl  cans was very smooth at these high fuel 
flows. In fact,  the combustion  was  smooth over  the  entire  range of fuel flow rates. In 

spite of the high local  fuel-air  ratios  in  the vicinity of the  swirl  cans,  their  use did not 
cause a decrease in combustion  efficiency. The swirl-can  fuel  injector concept ap- 
pears to be a  means of adding a large amount of fuel  at a  single  location with a  single 
tube and a swirl can with no apparent  adverse afEect  on combustion stability zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAor effi- 
ciency. In light of the advantage, these  simple swir l  cans could easily be integrated 
into  flameholder  desigqs. 

A simplified  fuel  schedule  might  be  accomplished by combining  zones 2 and 4, thus 
reducing  the  number of fuel  control  valves  from five to  four. 

The static  pressure  profile  along  the  afterburner  liner  wall is shown in figure 31. 

A similar plot (fig. 6) was shown for  the  reference  afterburner. The ratio of local  to 
entrance wall static  pressure is shown against  the axial location for intermediate 
throttle and full  afterburning, with and without the hydrogen preheater. The profiles 
in figure 31 are almost  identical  to  those of figure 6 for the  reference  afterburner. 

Carburetted  Flameholder I 

Hardware description. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- This configuration consists of a  single  ring  flameholder 
supporting  multiple  radial  elements. The fuel was introduced  through  spray  rings. A 
schematic and photograph of this configuration are shown in  figures 32 and 33, respec- 
tively. The flameholder  consists of the  largest  diameter  ring  flameholder  from  the 

’ P-3 afterburner with its 18 outer  radial  elements. To this  array 12 inner  radial 45O 
V-gutters  were added, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA6 long and 6 short. An annular vaporizer was added to  the  ring 
flameholder (fig. 32). A splash  plate was  positioned just downstream of the  fuel  ring 
in the  vaporizer. The flameholder had a 35. 8 percent blockage. 

The seven fuel  spray  rings  were  arranged in five zones. Zone 1 fed  the  annular 
vaporizer. Zones 2, 3, and 4 were  standard P-3 spray  rings and fed  fuel  to  the fan 
airflow. Zone 5 was a triple  spray  ring in  the  core flow. 
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r zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Performance of carburetted  flameholder I. - Performance  plots  for  the 

carburetted  flameholder I configuration are shown zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAin figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA34 for 0 . 5  RNI. The com- 
bustion efficiency was somewhat lower, and specific  fuel consumption higher  than  the 

reference  afterburner  for  fuel-air  ratios  higher than about 0.01. The combustion effi- 
ciency was highest at fuel-air  ratios  lower than 0.01 where all of the  fuel was  fed 
through the  annular  vaporizer. The carburetted  versions  appear  to  be  well  suited  for 

operation  at  lean  fuel-air  ratios. The zone fuel flow schedule is shown  in figure 35. 

The zones were brought on sequentially 1 through 5. Each zone flow was brought up to 
a preselected flow rate then held  constant as the  next zone was added. Referring again 
to  figure 34, for  the 0 . 5  RNI, the  performance was about the  same as the  reference 
afterburner. The elevated  temperature  results  were  similar, except that  pressure 
drop  compared more  favorably with the  reference configuration. 

At the 0.35 RNI,  shown  in figure 36, the  carburetted  flameholder I  performed 

almost  identically to  the  reference  afterburner. With the  elevated  afterburner  inlet 
temperature,  this configuration also matched the  performance of the  reference  after- 

burner. 

Carburetted  Flameholder I1 

Hardware description. - The hardware is shown in  figures 37 and 38. This con- 

figuration is similar  to  carburetted-flameholder I  except  that  the  inner  portion of the 
flameholder was modified. The six long inner  radial  elements were canted  downstream 
20'. A 45' V-gutter ring flameholder was fitted  to  these six canted  V-gutters. The 

six  short  radial  V-gutters  were not changed. This  resulted in a flameholder  projected 

blockage of 37.9 percent. 
Performance of carburetted  flameholder 11. - Figure 39 shows the  performance of 

the  carburetted  flameholder 11 configuration of 0 . 5  RNI. Again the  carburetted 
flameholder  afterburner was  outperformed by the  reference  afterburner. The pressure 

drop  across  the  afterburner, with 37.9 percent blockage, was higher than the  reference 
afterburner which had 38.3 percent blockage. The dry  pressure  drop  for  the  carburet- 

ted I1 version was more than  a percentage point  higher than measured  for  the  reference. 

The trends  at  the  elevated  afterburner  inlet  temperature  were similar. 
At the 0 .35  RNI,  shown in figure 40, the  carburetted  flameholder 11 afterburner 

matched  the  performance of the  reference  afterburner. As with the first version of 
the  carburetted  flameholder,  the  performance at the  lower  altitude (0.5 RNI) was not 
as good as the  reference  afterburner. At the  higher  altitude (0.35 RNI) the  carburetted 
version matched the  performance of the  reference  afterburner. 
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The zone fuel flow schedule  used was identical to that used for the carburetted- 
flameholder I (fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA35). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
An altitude test was conducted with a  turbofan engine to evaluate  several  after- 

burner configurations  where various  fuel  distribution and flameholder  arrangements 
were  tested. Two turbine  discharge  temperatures  were used. The higher  temperature 
was obtained by using  a hydrogen burner between the  turbine  and  afterburner  inlet. 
The experimental  configurations  included two with partial  forced  mixers with flame- 
holder,  a triple  ring V- gutter  flameholder, a triple  ring V- gutter flameholder with 
swirl  cans  for  fuel mixing, and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAtwo versions with carburetted  flameholders. In addi- 
tion, one of the  mixer  flameholders was tested with a shortened tailpipe.  These con- 
figurations  were all compared  against  a  reference production afterburner. 

Some of the  findings  and observations are as follows: 
1. The two versions of the  mixer  flameholder showed similar performance  char- 

acteristics. Both versions  performed  better than the  reference  afterburner at higher 
afterburner  fuel-air  ratios. The combustion efficiency and specific  fuel  consumption 
were  considerably  better at  fuel-air  ratios  higher  than 0.03. The peak combustion ef- 
ficiency was over 90 percent compared  to just  slightly  over 80 percent  for  the refer- 
ence production afterburner. However, at a fuel-air  ratio  around 0.02, the combus- 
tion  efficiency and specific  fuel consumption were  significantly  poorer than  obtained 
with the  reference  afterburner. 

2. Mixer flameholder I encountered blowout at  higher  afterburner  fuel flows at  the 
higher  altitude (0 .35 RNI). The first attempts to operate  at a fuel-air  ratio above 0.03  

were met with combustion instability, unsteady thrust, and  blowout.  Both versions 
were  susceptible  to a low frequency combustion instability at high afterburner  fuel 
flows. The reference  afterburner did not  display any combustion instability  under 
similar conditions. 

3. The mixer  flameholder I version was tested with a tailpipe  that was shortened 
from a length to  diameter  ratio of 1.74  to 0.95.  The performance,  specifically  the 
combustion efficiency  and  augmented thrust  ratio, was  poor. The tailpipe  length re- 

duction was much too drastic. 
4. The triple  ring  flameholder and the  triple  ring  flameholder with swirl  cans dis- 

played combustion efficiencies  that  were  essentially  constant  over  the  entire  range of 
afterburner  fuel-air  ratios. The reference  afterburner  displayed  the  same trait. At 
the  lower  altitude (0 .5  RNI), the combustion efficiency of the  experimental  configura- 
tions was slightly  lower  than  the  efficiency of the  reference  afterburner. However, at 
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the  higher  altitude zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(0. 35  RNI), the  performance of the  experimental  configurations 
equaled the  performance of the  reference  afterburner. 

5. By using  the  swirl-can  fuel  mixers it was possible  to add  a large amount of 

fuel at a single  location without affecting  combustion  stability.  The  configuration 
tested used zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA52 fuel spray  bars. Each swirl can was fed with only one fuel tube. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAl- 
most 25 percent of the  fuel was injected  into  the  afterburner  through  the  four  fuel  tubes 
feeding  the  swirl  cans. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAThis suggests a possible fuel distribution  simplification  using 

only a few fuel  tubes  each  fitted with a swirl can. 
6. The combustion  efficiency for  the two carburetted  versions  fell  short of the 

reference  afterburner at the  lower  altitude (0.5 RNI). However, they  matched the 

reference  afterburner at the  higher  altitude  (0.35 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBARNI). 

7. The use of the hydrogen heater  to  simulate an elevated  turbine  discharge  tem- 

perature was an acceptable technique. The hydrogen burner did slightly  affect  the 
afterburner  performance. The combustion  efficiency was essentially unchanged, but 

the augmented thrust  ratio was somewhat lower and the  pressure  across  the  after- 
burner was increased. The increased  pressure  drop was due to  increased gas veloci- 

ties,  especially  the  core  stream velocity. 

Lewis Research  Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space  Administration, 

Cleveland, Ohio, August 8, 1977, 

505-04. 
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APPENDIX A zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
SYMBOLS 

‘ve 

FG 

FN 

f/a 

gC 
LHV 

P 

RNI 

R 

T 

TSFC zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAg 

vO 

W 

wa 

wf 

wh zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Y 

6 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
77 

8 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
40 

effective  velocity  coefficient 

gross  thrust 

net  thrust 

fuel- air  ratio 

gravitational  constant 

lower  heating value of the  fuel 

pressure 

Reynolds number index, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA6 /q$  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
gas constant 

total  temperature 

thrust  specific  fuel consumption 

simulated  flight velocity 

gas mass flow 

air  mass flow 

fuel  mass flow 

hydrogen mass flow 

ratio of specific  heat at constant pressure  to  specific  heat at constant volume 

ratio of total  pressure to standard  sea  level  static  pressure 

combustion  efficiency 

ratio of total  temperature  to  standard  seal  level  static  temperature 

ratio of a i r  absolute  viscosity to air  absolute  viscosity at standard sea level 
temperature and pressure 

Subscripts: 

A- 1 ASTM A- 1 fuel 

ab  afterburner 

C combustor 
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I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

core 

f 

h 

id 

int 

m 

S 

stoich 

t zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
0 

1 

2 

7.5 

9 

10 

core 

fan 

hydrogen 

ideal 

intermediate  throttle 

mixed 

static 

stoichiometric 

total 

free stream 

station 1 

station 2 

station 7. 5 

station 9 (identical to station 8. 73 in fig. 1) 

station 10 
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APPENDIX B 

PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Some of the  equations  used for the  calculations are as follows: 

The fuel-air  ratio (unburned zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAair) of the  afterburner is defined as 

The thrust  specific  fuel consumption is 

TSFC zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= 
Wf,t zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA"A- - wf t 

FN wa, lVo F -  G 
gC 

where 

The last  term calculated an equivalent flow of ASTM A- 1 to  provide  the  same  heat con- 
tent  as  the hydrogen, assuming  identical combustion  efficiencies. 

The afterburner combustion  efficiency is 

T 1 ~  - T7. 5, m 

TIO, id - T7. 5, m 
qab = 

where TlO, id is the  adiabatic  flame  temperature. The nozzle was always choked, 
and the  total  temperature T10 was calculated  from 
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*lo zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
2 

710 + 

F G  - - 

1 1 +- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
y l o  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

c 

PO 

1 -  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA9 . . - 

where 

wlo = wa + wf, c + wh + wf, ab 

I 
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TABLE I. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- AFTERBURNER SPECIFICATIONS 

Mixer  flameholder 

I, II, and I with 

short  tailpipe 

Triple  ring 

flameholder 

Triple  ring 

flameholder 
with swirl  cans 

Carburetted 

flameholders 

Flameholder  type 

45' V-gutter, 

2 circumferential, 

20 radial 

45' V-gutter, 

3 circumferential 

rings  plus  radial 

45' V- gutter, 

3 circumferential 
rings  plus  radial 

45' V- gutter, 

1 circumferential 

ring plus  radial 

T Fuel  manifold 
- 
Zone zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

1 to 4 

5 

20 Radial bars , 

~~~~ ~ 

(Standard  TF30-P-3 

\circumferential  rings 

12 Radial bars 

12 Radial  bars 

12 Radial  bars 

4 Radial  bars 

12 Radial  bars 

12 Radial bars 

1 Circumferential  ring 
Standard  TF30- P-3 

Standard TF30- P- 3 
I Circumferential  rings: 

Inner 

Middle 
Outer 

Element 

outside 

diameter 

cm 

0.635 

t 

""_ 

1.270 

0.950 

1 
1.270 

1.270 
_"" 
"_" 
1.270 

Number zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof 
holes  per 

element 

3 

3 

5 

6 

4 

2 

6 

2 

10 

"_ 

12 

14 

10 

1 

10 

12 

160 
"_ 
"- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
34 

34 

66 

Hole 

diameter 

em 

0.0635 

.0572 

1 
.0635 

.0635 

.0572 

""" 

0.061 

0.07 1 

.066 

.066 

.066 

.061 

0.074 
""" 

""" 

.0635 

.0635 

.0635 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Low-pressure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
X Total  temperature zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
o Total pressure 
o Static  pressure 

Station: 0 L zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1 1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAi 3  i 7: 5 i 9 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAio Transient zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
iSee  fiqure 6 

(II: x x x x x x x x x  

Station L - Axial 
view of labyrinth 
seal 

Station 1 -Airflow  Station 2 - Fan inlet 
measuring  station 

Station 0 - Plenum 

@ 
Station 2.3 - Fan exit Station 8.02 Station 7.5 Station 7 -Turbine  exit 

exit zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
0 0 0 0 

Stations 8.13,  8.19, 
8.25,  8.29,  8.43, 
and 8.56 

Stations 8.20,  8.31, 
8.33,  8.35,  8.37, 
8.66. and 8.77 

Station 8.05 Station 8.08 

Station 8.73 Station 8.79 Station 10 Station 8.64 

P3 nozzle shroud P1 nozzle shroud 
(axial view) (axial view) 

Figure 1. - Instrumentation  layout for TF% (instrumentation  stations viewed looking upstream). 
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L G a s e o u s   h y d r o g e n A D i f f u s e r   s e c t i o n d -  
core heater zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA66 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

61 

Figure 2. - Cross-sectional  schematic of TFX-P-3 reference afterburner 

Combustion  section- 
193 

=I area  nozzle 
Variable 

with  instrumentation stations. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAl l  dimensions in  centimeters. 

Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3. - Turbofan  engine  installed in altitude  test  chamber. 
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1150 I- 
O zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA063O from top  center 

3w0 from top  center 
x Hydrogen burner  lit 

I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAe--- - zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
I I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA-at- 
“““ 

850 

r 

12 16 20 

I I I 1 I  I I I u 
0 2 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4 6 8 0  2 4 6 8 

Distance from  splitter, in. 

(a)  Intermediate  throttle. (b) Five  zone  afterburning. 

Figure 4. - Pressure  and  temperature  profiles  leaving  hydrogen  heater.  Reynolds  number  index, R N I .  0.5. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
320 r 

f \ 

280m 
J 
.cm 

0 Hydrogen burner  off 
A Elevated afterburner 

inlet  temperature I 
Reynolds  number 

index, 
R N I  

1 8 0 r  - 

0.5 
”_ .35 

1 

100 I I 1___1 
.02 .04 .06 

Afterburner  fuel-air  rat6-(unburned) 

(a)  Core  velocity  at  station 7.5. (b)  Fan  duct  velocity at station 7.5. 

Figure 5. - Core  and  fan  velocities at in let  to afterburner section. Configuration,  reference TFM-P-3 afterburner. 
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0 Intermediate zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
A Intermediate,  with  hydrogen  heater zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
0 Five zone afterburning 
0 Five zone afterburning zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

vi 
n (with hydrogen  heater) 

L zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
U 
i- 
.2 .8 
YI zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA3 
E [  I I 
I zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA.6 I I 

8.0 8.2 a. 4 8.6 8.8 
Axial  location 

Figure 6. - Static  pressure profile along after- 
burner liner. Configuration,  reference 
TF30-P-3 afterburner. 

Figure 7. - Flameholder  and fuel manifold  for TFM-P-3 reference  afterburner. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
30 



.09 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
r 

1.6- r zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

I 
.06 

la)  Turbine  discharge  temperature, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(b) Simulated  turbine  discharge  tem- 
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Figure 8. - Afterburner  performance at two inlet  temperatures.  Configura- 
tion,  reference TF30-P-3 afterburner; Reynolds index  number, 0.5; flame- 
holder blockage, 38.3 percent. 
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Figure 9. -Afterburner performance  at  two inlet temperatures.  Configuration, 
reference TF30-P-3 afterburner; Reynolds  number  index, 0.35; flameholder 
blockage, 38.3 percent. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 10. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- Mixer flameholder. Al l  dimensions in centimeters. 

Figure 11. - Mixer flameholder viwed from aft  showing  core and fan  chutes and 
radial fuel bars. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 12 -Afterburner performance at two inlet  temperatures.  Configura- 
tion,  mixer  flameholder I; Reynolds number index, 0.5; flameholder  block- 
age, 38.8 percent. 
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Figure 13. - Afterburner performance at two inlet temperatures. Configura- 
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tion, mixer  flameholder I; Reynolds number index, 0.35; flameholder 
blockage, 38.8 percent. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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(a)  Reynolds  number  index, 0.5. (b) Reynolds  number  index, 0.35. 

Figure 14. - Afterburner zone fuel flow distribution. Configuration,  mixer 
flameholder I. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 16. - Afterburner  performance at two in let  temperatures.  COnfigUra- 
tion,  mixer  flameholder I with  short  tailpipe;  Reynolds  number index, 0.35; 
flameholder blockage, 38.8 percent. 
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Figure 17. -Afterburner performance at two inlet temperatures. Configura- 
tion, mixer  flameholder 11; Reynolds number  index, 0.5; flameholder block- 
age, 38.8 percent. 
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Figure 18. - Afterburner  performance at two inlet temperatures.  Configura- 
tion,  mixer  flameholder 11; Reynolds  number index, 0.35; flameholder 
blockage, 38.8 percent. 

Reference  configuration TF30-P-3 

Figure 19. - Total pressure  profile  across  duct 
at station zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA9. Reynolds  number  index, 0.5. 
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Core - - zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA30.5 

Fan zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
4 - Flameholder 

Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA20. -T r ip le   r i ng  flameholder.  Dimensions in centimeters. 

Figure 21. - Triple  rlng  f lameholder  and  fuel manifolds. 
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889 K (160fl R). perature. 1056 K (190O0 R). 

Figure 22. -Afterburner  performance at two inlet  temperatures.  Configuration, 
triple  ring  flameholder; Reynolds number index, 0.5; flameholder blockage, 
38.2 percent. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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(a) Turbine  discharge  temperature, (b) Simulated turbine discharge tem- 
889 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAK (1600° R). perature, 1056 K (1900' R). 

Figure 23. -Afterburner performance  at two inlet temperatures.  Configura- 
tion, triple ring flameholder;  Reynolds  number  index, 0.35: flameholder 
blockage, 38.2 percent. 
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(a) Reynolds  number  index, 0.5. !b) Reynolds  number  index, 0.35. 

Figure 24. - Afterburner  zone  fuel  flow  distribution.  Configuration.  triple 
r i n g  flameholder. 

vir1 can 

Figure 25. -T r ip le   r i ng  flameholder  with  swirl cans.  Dimensions i n  centimeters. 
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Figure 26. - Triple  ring  flameholder  with  integral  swirl  cans  and  radial  fuel  bars viewed from aft. 

Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA27. - Swirler  plate  mounted in V-gutter  flameholder viewed from aft. 
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Figure 28. - Afterburner  performance at two inlet  temperatures.  Config- 
uration,  triple  ring  f lameholder  with  swirl cans; Reynolds  number in- 
dex, 0.5 flameholder blockage, 32.6 percent. 
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Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA29. - Afterburner  performance  at two inlet  temperatures.  Config- 
uration,  triple  ring  f lameholder  with  swirl cans;  Reynolds number in- 
dex,  0.35; flameholder blockage, 32.6 percent. 
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Figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA30. - Afterburner zone fuel flow distribution. Configuration, triple 
ring flameholder  with swirl cans. 
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Figure 31. - Static  pressure profile along 
afterburner liner. Configuration. 
triple ring flameholder  with swirl cans. 
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Zone zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4-0 

Figure 3 2  - Carburetted  flameholder zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI. Dimensions in centimeters. 

Figure 33. - Flameholder  and  fuel  manifalds of carburetted  flameholder I 
viewed from aft. 
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Figure 34. - Afterburner  performance  at tm inlet  temperatures.  Config- 
uration,  carburetted  flameholder zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI; Reynolds  number index, 0.5 
flameholder blockage. 35.1 percent. 
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Afterburner fuel-air ratio  (unburned) 

(a) Reynolds  number  index, 0.5. (b) Reynolds  number  index, 0.35. 

Figure 35. - Afterburner zone fuel  flow distribution. Configuration, 
carburetted  flameholder zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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889 K (16000 R). temperature, 1056 K (19000 R). 

Figure 36. -Afterburner  performance  at two inlet  temperatures.  Config- 
uration,  carburetted  flameholder I; Reynolds number  index, 0.35; 
flameholder blockage, 35.1 percent. 
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Figure 37. - Carburetted  flameholder 11. Dimensions in centimeters. 

Figure 38. - View of fue l  manifolds  and  flameholder  with  annular vaporizer.  Con- 
figuration,  carburetted  flameholder 11. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 39. - Afterburner performance at two inlet temperatures. Config- 
uration, carburetted flameholder 11; Reynolds number index. 0.5 
flameholder blockage, 37.9 percent. 
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(a) Turbine  discharge  temperature, (b) Simulated  turbine  discharge 
889 K (16000 R). temperature, 1056 K (19000 R). 

Figure 40. - Afterburner  performance  at zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAtwo inlet  temperatures.  Config- 
uration,  carburetted  flameholder 11; Reynolds number index, 0.35, 
flameholder blockage, 37.9 percent. 
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